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These Sunday Roast books are my take on the British tradition which we are acquainted to and
most of all for people around the World to be able to prepare this wonderful British tradition in
the comfort of their own home. Either for themselves, or to entertain friends and family. Hope you
enjoy and happy cooking!
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Library-Kindle All rights reserved. No part of this book or any portion thereof may not be
reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without written permission of the
author. Copyright © 2014 by Gus Van Auden Published for Kindle in the UK Table of
Content Foreword The Roast Lamb Vegetables Gravy Mint Sauce Foreword Hello
Culinary Friends, First I would like to thank you for purchasing this book! I often thought to write
these little books about the British Sunday Roast because I’ve been asked about them all the
time on my travels around the globe while learning different ways of cooking the local dishes in
different countries.So these books are actually aimed for non UK people so they can create what
we already know to be our perfect Sundays. I have now finished vol 2 of this series in which
we’re looking at Lamb and Mint Sauce. I hope you enjoy these little books and have fun with it…
Cheers! I also have a Blog where you can communicate with me and have a chator get more info
about cooking fantastic meals and menus for your dinner parties or just entertain that special
friend!  I’d also like to get to know who buys my books…that would be cool…! 
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Archibald T Bradford, “British Sunday roast. This is a complete cookbook for anyone who wants
to keep how to cook that Sunday roast that all their friends and family Will be talking about for
weeks to come.”

Miss RA, “Lovely lamb and mint sauce. Having previously bought Mr Gus Van Auden's first
book, Roast Beef and Yorkshire Pudding, I saw this one and had to have it. Again, another
fantastic book showing you how to cook the lamb and make the sauce. Definitely recommend
this one and will be on the look out for any others he brings out. Well done!”

Ebook Library Reader, “simples. So many simple tips to elevate your Sunday roast into a
flavorsome feast. Mint sauce is so different fresh to shop bought.”

vikki st leger, “British Sunday Roast. A very enjoyable read . Mr Gus Van Auden clearly knows
how to get the best out of Lamb and Mint Sauce.”

The book by Gus Van Auden has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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